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THREE LITTLE WORDS: A MEMOIR
• An inspiring true story of the
tumultuous nine years Ashley
Rhodes-Courter spent in the
foster care system, and how she
triumphed over painful
memories and real-life horrors
to ultimately find her own
voice.—NON-FICTION RL-5.4
IL-UG

THE LEGENDS
• In order for a football program
to be legendary it requires that
its players be legendary as well.
In The Legends, Mark Rea writes
about 50 of the most epic Ohio
State football players and
coaches and what made them so
special. NON-FICTION IL-YA ADULT

SAVAGE SHADOWS
• Alone and blind, Eileen Ross is
awakened by an intruder who
savagely beats, robs and rapes her.
Determined to find and identify her
attacker, she sparks the police
investigation, by contributing vital
clues about her attacker's identity.
It was largely through her
identification and testimony, "The
Spider-Man" rapist was caught,
convicted and sentenced to fifteen
years to life in prison. NONFICTION IL –YA TO ADULT

SPARK OF LIGHT
• A gunman walks into a women's
reproductive health services clinic
and takes all inside hostage. Police
negotiator Hugh McElroy arrives on
scene only to realize his fifteenyear-old daughter is at the clinic.
The story takes multiple points of
view, tracking each character's
individual journey that led them to
that moment, from a teenage
pregnant girl and a radicalized
gunman, to a doctor who performs
abortions because of his faith.-RL5.8 IL- UG Fiction

DEVIL IN PEW NUMBER SEVEN
• Rebecca Nichols Alonzo recounts
the events surrounding her
father’s murder, describing how
a church member who refused
to give up control when Rober
Nichols took over as pastor
tormented and threatened her
family, until the night that
Rebecca’s life was shattered
forever. NON-FICTION UG

DEADFALL
• When twin brothers encounter a
dying deer in the middle of a
remote mountain road and find
a wrecked car at the bottom of a
ravine, the sounds from the
trunk leads to something that
puts them in the crosshairs of
something darker and more
sinister than their wildest
nightmares.-FICTION RL 4.6 IL–
9-12.

THE HILL
• Seeking cell phone reception
after a remote plane crash, city
kid Jared and local Kyle scale a
hill that Kyle’s Cree
grandmother has forbidden him
to climb. Coming down the next
day, the boys find that the
plane has disappeared, the
forest has changed, and
something is hunting them. ILMG+ RL-4.3 FICTION

SCREAMS IN THE NIGHT
• Two Polish farmers, Otto
and Julia, discover a hidden
Nazi death camp in a forest
near their farm. Trying to get
food and water to the
prisoners in transit, their
plan begins to fall apart in
unforeseen ways. FICTION
RL-8.0 IL-6-12

FOLLOW THE RIVER
•

Mary Ingles was twenty-three, happily
married, and pregnant with her third
child when Shawnee Indians invaded
her peaceful Virginia settlement in
1755 and kidnapped her, leaving
behind a bloody massacre. For
months they held her captive. But
nothing could imprison her spirit.
With the rushing Ohio River as her
guide, Mary Ingles walked one
thousand miles through an untamed
wilderness no white woman had ever
seen. Based on true story. FICTIONRL-7.1 IL UG

THE RAINS
• The peaceful community of
Creek's Cause turns into a war
zone and no one under the age
of 18 is safe. Chance and Patrick
are on a mission to find the
cause of the parasite turning
people into zombies- FICTION
• IL-MG+ RL-5.4

